
Nature is waiting.  It happens before 
every concert, before every play, and 
before every movie.  There is a steady 
crescendo of noise as people enter the 
theater, busy, taking off jackets, stowing 

away purses, tucking ticket stubs in pockets.  People talk and laugh, and a person two seats 
down can’t be understood against the background 
of conversation.  Then, before the first reel, 
before the downbeat, before the first cue…there is 
silence.  A quiet cough echoes through the entire 
hall.  A muted cell phone, forgotten in a pocket, can be heard as 
loud as a car horn.  Everything pauses, balancing on the edge, 
not the performance yet, but not quite before either.  Everything 
is waiting.   
 
The forest is in that moment right now.  The great roar of 

noise that is the peak of autumn color has quieted, slowed, 
and stopped.  A few gold tamaracks, invisible in amongst 
the other trees a week ago, now stand out like that quiet 
cough in the theater.  But the baton hasn’t descended, and 
the powerful music of winter hasn’t sounded out yet.  The 
forest is somewhere between; past fall, but still balanced on 
the edge of winter.  There is no doubt that 
this moment of waiting between is exactly 
when Halloween should be.  This pause 
between fall and winter is exactly when 
creatures that inhabit the pause between 
death and life should walk the earth.  Early 

fall is too noisy and glad for spirits, and winter is too solid.  Late fall is gossamer, 
wispy, a delicate veil perfect for shades and ghosts.  But this ephemeral late fall will not 

last.  Go into the woods, settle yourself on a log 
and experience the hushed waiting of the trees.  
But don’t wait until past dark - who knows what 
may be waiting beside you?  

Of autumn's wine, now drink your fill; the frost's on 
the pumpkin, and snow's on the hill.  
  - Old Farmer’s Almanac, 1993 
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Future fun! 


